Due to diversity of services with respect to technology and resources, it is challenging to choose virtual machines (VM) from various data centres with varied features like cost minimization, reduced energy consumption, optimal response time and so on in cloud Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) environment. The solutions available in the market are exhaustive computationally and aggregates multiple objectives to procure single trade-off that affects the solution quality inversely. This paper describes a hybrid algorithm that facilitates VM selection for scheduling applications based on Gravitational Search and Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (GSA and NSGA). The efficiency of the proposed algorithm is verified by the simulation results.
ISSN: 2582-2640 (online) the algorithm offers high coverage and speed. Jocksam et al [6] proposed a solution to reduce processing time in task scheduling and resolve partitioning problem by using a combination of metaheuristic genetic algorithm (GA) and static algorithm.
Arunarani et al [8] performed a survey of over 60 available task scheduling techniques highlighting their time complexity, limitations, reliability and availability. Every method has its own pros and cons and works on diverse applications like load balancing, resource allocation and task scheduling. Every algorithm presented has its own efficiency and provides scope for enhancement. Certain notable limitations in these algorithm includes delay, computational complexity, overloading and maximum scheduling time. The major techniques used in these algorithm includes QoS, Ant, PSO, GA, ACO, Fuzzy, clustering and so on.
PROPOSED WORK
Task scheduling and selection of virtual machines are the major functions in optimization when dealing with multi-objective processes. The processing speed of the task is represented by p, bandwidth by s, storage space by r and memory size by q. Figure 1 represents the chromosome encoding. For optimization of the genetic operators, we consider mutation, crossover and selection. Where eij denotes energy consumption while execution of task i on VM j.
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RESULT
We use a cloud simulator for the purpose of setting the parameters. 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
In IaaS environment, the proposed method offers efficiency and improved performance in consideration of 
